Abstract Based on the transmission line code (TLCODE), a circuit model is developed here for analyses of main switches in the high pulsed-power facilities. With the structure of the ZR main switch as an example, a circuit model topology of the switch is proposed, and in particular, calculation methods of the dynamic inductance and resistance of the switching arc are described. Moreover, a set of closed equations used for calculations of various node voltages are theoretically derived and numerically discretized. Based on these discrete equations and the Matlab program, a simulation procedure is established for analyses of the ZR main switch. Voltages and currents at different key points are obtained, and comparisons are made with those of a PSpice L-C model. The comparison results show that these two models are perfectly in accord with each other with discrepancy less than 0.1%, which verifies the effectiveness of the TLCODE model to a certain extent.
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Introduction
As a professional circuit analysis software for current pulsed-power technologies, the transmission line code (TLCODE) has been widely used for designs of various pulsed-power facilities [1−3] , such as the Z facility located at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), which is the highest electrical power facility [4, 5] . Recently, with the development of 2D and 3D TLCODE models, its advantages compared with other circuit software (such as Screamer and Berth) were ultimately discovered. Moreover, the TLCODE has played an important role in the recent refurbishment of the Z facility and has become the most potential circuit analysis tool for designs of pulsed-power facilities in the future [6, 7] . However, detailed presentation of the TLCODE modeling method can hardly be found in the existing literature, and the code has not been promulgated, although the TLCODE has been mentioned in various papers about the designs of pulsed-power facilities. Thus, specific studies on the TLCODE modeling method for all parts of facilities are much desired.
Recently, S. Y. Song and his colleagues developed a TLCODE model for the magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) [8, 9] . Researchers in Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology subsequently revised this MITL model and proposed a TLCODE model for the impedance transformer line (ITL) [10, 11] . Moreover, researchers in Tsinghua University and Xi'an Jiaotong University are also paying much attention to the TL-CODE modeling method. But few works have been done on main switches up to the present. In a later report, a main switch TLCODE was mentioned by P. A. Corcoran, but the detailed modeling methods were not presented [6] . Compared with the traditional PSpice model, this TLCODE model can easily couple with spatiotemporal distributions of switches and dynamic resistance and inductance of discharge channels, which leads to more accurate calculation results. In this paper, with the main switch of the ZR facility as an example, a TLCODE modeling method is particularly elucidated, including model topologies, calculation methods of dynamic parameters, and closed equations for various nodes. Finally, calculation results are compared with those of a PSpice L-C model to verify the effectiveness of the TLCODE model.
TLCODE model of the main switch
As the high pulsed-power facilities usually work with high voltages and large currents, the structuredimensions of the main switch area, which lies between the intermediate storage capacitor (IS) and the pulse forming line (PFL), are always quite large in size (tens or hundreds of centimeter). For the ZR main switch, the axial length is about 170 cm, and the radial length is as much as 100 cm, as shown in Fig. 1 . So, high pulsed power flowing in the main switch has spatiotemporal distributions, and models of the ideal switch or simple R-L-C circuits can't perfectly illustrate the transmission process of the electromagnetic wave. 
Topologies of the circuit model
Switch models are always composed of two parts. One is the static-distributed equivalent capacitance and inductance, which results from the structure of switches and their surrounding mediums. Another part is the dynamic resistance and inductance of the switch arc, which is caused by the instability of discharge channels in insulated mediums.
Based on these understandings, the whole switch area is divided into tens of cell areas which are compartmentalized by the electric field lines and their lengths (the dashed lines are cell area lines), as shown in Fig. 2 . Each cell area is modeled as an ideal transmission line cell (TL-cell). The electric length of a TL-cell depends on the path of the wave transmitting direction, and the vacuum impedance is calculated by the cell equivalent capacitance and inductance obtained by the static analysis software (such as ANSYS and Maxwell). According to the coupling and transmitting mechanism of electromagnetic waves in the switch, the equivalent topologies can be constructed by connecting TL-cells in series or parallel, and the dynamic resistance and inductance are coupled in series, as shown in Fig. 3 . The advantages of this topology are that during the transmitting process of electromagnetic waves, it can deal well with the coupling and transmission by considering the spatiotemporal distributions. It also imports the dynamic parameters of the switch arc and has good convergency (without or with little calculation of differential or integral equations). 
Resistance and inductance of the switch arc
The resistance and inductance of switch arcs always play an important role in the output waveforms (current and voltage) of facilities. They are directly affected by the characteristics of the insulation mediums. In this paper, with the air gas medium as an example, the Braginskii's model is used for the description of the dynamic resistance and inductance [13, 14] ,
where, R s (t) and L s (t) are the switch arc resistance (Ω) and inductance (nH), respectively, d is the length of arc channels (cm), k is a characteristic parameter (dimensionless), which depends on the sort of the working gas, pressure, and electrical conductivity of the channel, r(t) is the radius of arc channels (cm) with its initial value of about 0.01 cm, I(t) is the arc current (A) and σ is the electrical conductivity of arc channels (Ω −1 ·cm −1 ).
Discrete equations for nodeinterface voltages
Discrete equations governing node-interface voltages are mathematical bases for the establishment of the analysis procedure. Thus, it is important to derive closed equations for all interface nodes in the circuit topology shown in Fig. 3 . Actually, there are mainly three classes of nodes, including nodes of two TLcells connecting in series (named "TW-node"), nodes of three TL-cells connecting in series (named "TH-node"), and nodes of the resistance and inductance connecting in series (named "RI-node"). Based on the circuit topology and principles of the transmission line code [1] , discrete equations are derived as follows.
Equations for the TW-nodes
where U is the interface voltage of a node. R and L simply represent the right port and left port, respectively. i is the ith number of TL-cells, j is the jth calculation steps, Z is the vacuum impedance of TL-cells, E is the open-circuit voltage. All these definitions are the same in the following.
Equations for the TH-nodes
U R 5,j = ER 5,j − Z 5 · (ER 5,j − EL 6,j − EL 10,j ) (Z 5 + Z 6 + Z 10 ) , U L 6,j = EL 6,j + Z 6 · (ER 5,j − EL 6,j − EL 10,j ) (Z 5 + Z 6 + Z 10 ) , U L 10,j = EL 10,j +Z 10 · (ER 5,j − EL 6,j − EL 10,j ) (Z 5 + Z 6 + Z 10 ) .(5)
Equations for the RI-nodes
Differential equations for the resistance and inductance connected in series are discretized with the Runge-Kutta method as follows,
where h is the length of calculation steps. R sj and L sj could also be constant values on the assumption that the inductance and resistance do not alter with time.
Except for the open-circuit voltages (ER and EL), all parameters are known in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6). Actually, the open-circuit voltages are functions of the TLcell electric length T and the interface voltages,
From Eq. (7), it is found that the open-circuit voltages of the jth steps can be calculated with interface voltages and open-circuit voltages given in the (j − T i /h)th steps. Thus, Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) have unique solutions.
4 Verification of the switch TL-CODE model
Verification model
Based on discrete equations derived above and the MATLAB program, a TLCODE verification model was established, as shown in Fig. 4 . In this model, the "TL switch model" has the topology shown in Fig. 3 . The ZR Marx generator is used as the driving source, where the equivalent capacitance C Marx is about 43.3 nF, the equivalent resistance R Marx is 3 Ω, and the equivalent inductance L Marx is about 13.5 µH [15] . The intermediate storage capacitor (with 90 ns electric length, 3.79 Ω vacuum impedance, and 567 Ω loss resistor) is charged directly by the Marx, and finally the energy stored in the IS flows into a 2.7 Ω load (R load ) which just equals the impedance value of the ZR pulse forming line. By using the static-electric field analysis module of the ANSYS, the main switch structure of the ZR facility (as shown in Fig. 1 ) was analyzed. According to the distribution of the electric field lines, the whole switch area was divided into 14 cell areas (as shown in Fig. 2 ). Equivalent parameters of each cell were calculated, including capacitance, inductance, vacuum impedance, and the electric length, as shown in Table 1 . To verify the TLCODE model, a PSpice model that consists of L-C nets was also developed, as shown in Fig. 5 . Parameters were set to the values listed in Table 1 . 
Comparison results of the two models
As the coupling of dynamic resistance and inductance in the PSpice is very complicated, the switch resistance and inductance in this section are adopted as constant value 0.21 Ω and 10 nH, respectively. Current and voltage waveforms at both IS and load are obtained for the TLCODE and PSpice models, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . Comparisons show that calculation results of these two models are in accord with each other perfectly, and the discrepancy is less than 0.1%, which proves the effectiveness of the TLCODE model proposed in section 2 to a certain extent. Moreover, it is found that on account of the distributed parameters, high-frequency waveforms appear on the dominating current and voltage waveforms after the switch closes, which is perfectly in accord with the actual working process of the main switch.
Conclusions
Based on the transmission line code, a 1D circuit model was developed for the analysis of main switches in the high pulsed-power facilities, and its effectiveness was verified by the PSpice L-C model. This model can effectively handle the distributed and dynamic parameters, which leads to more accurate calculation results. It can serve as a basic tool for the analysis of main switches. In the future work, we will couple this switch model with models of other parts (such as Marx, IS, FPL, ITL, and MITL) to accomplish a whole TLCODE model for the "Qiangguang-I" accelerator. 
